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E levation Around the World

another year before we got our hands 
on more Elevation to practice.

We were reunited with Elevation 
by our friend Ming (Denis Mikhailov) 
from Global Tea Hut. Through him, 
we once again dove into the energies 
of Sun Moon Lake tea. We have since 
shared intimate sessions with this tea 
that no words could capture. We are 
now confident that with the proper 
approach to tea, the right living teas 
and some space in one’s life, one can 
not only cultivate one’s spirit, but also 
achieve a cheerful outlook with a bal-
anced heart. In that way, a tea practice 
truly changes lives!

We have made countless friends 
over Elevation sessions, so when it 
came time for us to get married, we 
used this tea for our marriage tea cer-
emony. You could say that we’re as 
married to this tea as we are to each 
other!

S
un Moon Lake is not just tea for 
us! We tried Elevation for the 
first time a few years ago, before 

we were familiar with red tea from Tai-
wan. Our friend shared this wonderful 
tea in an extraordinary and meditative 
tea session, but he did not empha-
size its qualities when we spoke after 
the session had finished. He did give 
us some to take home, though, so we 
tried it at home later. We weren’t nearly 
as impressed as when we’d had the tea 
at our friend’s home, however, which 
taught us the importance of inten-
tion, setting and brewing skills have to 
the final quality of a tea. It would be 

Married to Sun Moon Lake Red by Ira & Dima

I am a teacher, so I have a long 
summer vacation. Since Russia is cold 
in the winter, I am lucky to have the 
warm weather off work. I try to spend 
as much of my vacation in Nature 
as possible. This year, I went out to 
drink tea in the woods every morn-
ing. I took Elevation with me most 
days—just a bowl, kettle, tea and a 
mouth harp to play if I felt inspired. 
One morning, after three quiet bowls, 
I began to play my harp. A wood-
pecker came and sat on a nearby tree, 
seeming to enjoy the concert, albeit 
cautiously. Other birds soon joined 
him, and I had a small audience in no 
time. I thought this was too amazing a 
photographic opportunity to pass up, 
so I got up to get my camera. As I was 
standing up, I spilled my Elevation 
onto the leaves I was using as a chaxi. 

When I returned with the camera, a 
small lizard was drinking the Eleva-
tion that I had spilled! Though we all 
know that Wu De and his students 
have been using Elevation to spread 
a tea practice around the world, that 
was the first time, I suspect, that Ele-
vation was used to turn a lizard on to 
a life of tea!

E levation is a significant tea for 
me. If Tea were a world, and 
it often seems like it is, Eleva-

tion would be home. Ming Hui first 
served this tea to me when I came to 
the Moscow Tea Hut. The session was 
unforgettable. I distinctly recall how I 
felt that day, and the first inkling that 
this tea was helping me find my Dao. 
Elevation has changed the way I see tea 
and the world, teaching me to let go of 
my ideas of quality and accept tea as 
it is—to realize that the true spirit of 
tea is indeed leaves and water shared 
between friends.

Elevation has accompanied me 
along my tea journey. I started every 
morning with three bowls of it for a 
long time. It was the foundation of 
my tea practice. Here’s an interesting 
Elevation anecdote:

An Elevation Friend by Max Ulasevich



茶 Ira & Dima’s tea wedding.


